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Comprehensive Curriculum Of Basic
Skills, Grade 3

Designed by experts in education, this best-selling workbook features vivid and full-color illustrations
to guide children step-by-step through a variety of engaging and developmentally appropriate
activities in phonics, reading, reading comprehension, language arts, writing, and math. Answer
keys included. 544 pp.
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Although there have been some negitive reviews of the other grade levels in this series, I have
personally found this book to be very through and helpful to my 9 year old. I thought the set up of a
certain number of pages per day was convenient, and just the right amount to keep his interest. The
colors and pictures are great, and the price is right! I especially like the teaching suggestions in the
back of the book - giving you the option of doing as little or as much as YOU feel comfortable doing
on any given subject with your child. I fully intend to continue using this series as long as I can.

This is an excellent comprehensive book for each corresponding grade level. Though some parents
will find, as I have, that their homeschool child is more advanced than they would be in public
school. My children grades 4th, 3rd and 1st, are finding each of their books a little too easy, so be
sure to supplement each compresive curriculum book with some additional books. For example, the

"Skill Sharpeners" is an excellent series of books.

It was either this workbook or summer school for my 8-year-old last year. She completed more than
half the book over the summer and finished up third grade with a bang. Needless to say, we will
continue with this series this summer. Comprehensive Curriculum for Grade 3 is in our cart. It's
great to have such a complete book to review all subjects over the summer. All children should have
the chance to stay on top of their studies. Thank you...

This book is really worth the money. It covers all the things and it is a thick book--over 500 pages. I
bought it at costco for $8.49 and really wished I bought more. If I can not find it in costco in the
future, I would buy it at .

If you're juggling a few children at different ages (I have one school ager and two toddlers) this book
is a great find. We can tear out pages to take them on errands. Very little preparation is required,
just review the directions and assist child when needed. The areas your child is struggling with will
be pretty glaring, so you can make quick review lessons to takle the problem areas. Having a
worksheet based curriculum allows time for bible and life-skill lessons, as well as reading time with
books of your choice. My child looks forward to his worksheets. The short and flexible lessons allow
him to absorb the important stuff without feeling overwhelmed (he has adhd). It's also great for his
confidence to get such immediate feedback.

I am a classroom teacher and have found this book to be a fantastic resource to use with my
accelerated students who always finish everything quickly. It spans the curriculum and allows them
to work at their own pace and on their favorites areas first. I highly recommend this book to teachers
and parents alike!

These are great books as a supplement for any homeschooled child or traditionally schooled child.
The bright drawings and colored pages truly help kids to keep at it and not get so bored with the
work. Trust me, I've gone through my fair share of educational books and the plain black and white
ones are never chosen over the colored artistic workbooks.

This book was really hyped up and I was eager to get it but I found it to be rather disappointing. It is
big and thick but doesn't really teach anything. I prefer the brain quest workbook and will be using

that to homeschool my third grader instead. That series includes social studies and science as
well...
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